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Tirumalai Krishnamacharya, India (1938)
Development of Modern Postural Yoga

Ryszard Cieslak at Odin Teatret, Denmark (1972)
Teaching the Plastiques

Janet Adler working with children, USA (1968)
Development of Dance/Movement Therapy

Konstantin Stanislavsky, Soviet Union (1938)
Directing Tartuffe



— Michael Zhang 
https://petapixel.com/2018/12/17/these-portraits-were-
made-by-ai-none-of-these-people-exist/
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the audiovisual body

• music videos 

• video art

• screendance

• visual anthropology

• new forms



how to make an embodied
audiovisual laboratory*:

1. somaticize the camera 

2. decenter the Work

3. frame yourselves

* (how to extend an embodied laboratory audiovisually)



1. somaticize the camera



B relation of practitioner to material [EA] relation of practitioners within a space of practice

A<E external or “directorial” relation B/E videographic relation



Working Constellations

Judaica Project

1 June 2017
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2. decenter the Work



http://urbanresearchtheater.com/songwork/



If the knowledge gained in the rehearsal room is not effectively disseminated, the 
collaboration will have been very meaningful for a very small number of people. Its 
impact could easily be limited to the owners of the bodies in question. And thus the 
dance dramaturg, spending her time thinking about intercorporeal exchange, still 
eventually shifts back to that old question of audience. How might other bodies, 
beyond those bodies in the room, feel the reverberations of this physical work? 
Could simply demonstrating the results ever be enough? 

One response to that question is to demonstrate more than just results. This relates to 
my gut feeling that the dialogues, tensions, and provisional solutions of our 
process, all of which I was attempting to archive in my notebook, were always 
going to be more interesting than any scene we might stage inside a 
proscenium frame. It likewise relates to Ralph [Lemon]’s decision to publish his 
artists’ journals on the Trilogy’s process and to publicly define the Trilogy not as a 
collection of three proscenium stage events but as the larger constellation of 
performance events, research events, visual art installations, journal writing, 
cast interviews, and the unruly work that wove them all together. By a simple act 
of public redefinition — declaring that the larger process and all its many by-products 
were, collectively, the product — Ralph did much to shift thinking…

— Katherine Profeta 
Dramaturgy in Motion: At Work on Dance and Movement Performance.  

University of Wisconsin Press, 2015 (p. 205).



3. frame yourselves



“Diaspora” (30:00). Edited by Ben Spatz. 
Global Performance Studies 1.2 (2018).

“He Almost Forgets That There is a Maker of the World” (31:10). 
Edited by Ben Spatz.

“Labour” (10:28). Edited by Nazlıhan Eda Erçin. “Działoszyce” (17:39). Edited by Nazlıhan Eda Erçin.

ILLUMINATED VIDEO ESSAYS





  Journal of Embodied Research 1.1 (2018) 

Stephan Jürgens and Carla Fernandes 
“Visualizing Embodied Research: Dance 

Dramaturgy and Animated Infographic Films.”  

Elizabeth de Roza and Budi Miller 
with Stephanie Loh and Chad O’Brien 

“The Lion and the Breath: Combining 
Kalaripayattu and Fitzmaurice Voicework 
Techniques Towards a New Cross-Cultural 

Methodology for Actor Training.” 

Daniel Jaquet and Vincent Deluz 
“Moving in a Late Medieval Harness: Exploration 

of a Lost Embodied Knowledge.”
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